Oracle Cloud can make your work day
easier than Workday

Want a Better
Work Day?
Today’s Finance, HR and Operations professionals expect a modern back office solution
that provides everything in one place, enables better decision making, is intuitive
to use, and just makes the work day easier. When you take a closer look at Oracle
Cloud and Workday, it’s clear that for a better work day the choice is Oracle Cloud.

Financials

Oracle
Cloud
Governance, risk and compliance management
Intuitive receivables and collections
Embedded AI and machine learning
Comprehensive financial close
Robust procurement

Enterprise Planning

A less
efficient
work day

Oracle
Cloud

Unified ERP / HCM / EPM
Configurable, built-in planning best practices
Robust modeling and structured planning
Scalable planning for large organizations
AI and machine learning built-in

Project Management

Oracle
Cloud

Order management
Robust procurement sourcing
Supplier qualifications
IoT connectivity
Contract authoring

Workday

A more
disconnected
work day

Oracle
Cloud

Broadest uni ed set of HR capabilities
Conversational experience with digital assistant
Mobile responsive UX, no download required
Talent acquisition with AI-powered recruiting
Easily con gure without the help of IT

Scalability for Growth

Workday
A less
productive
work day

Oracle
Cloud

Human Resources

Workday

A less
effective
work day

Intuitive project budgeting
Simple project capitalization
Charge inventory to projects
Planning for non-labor resources
Easy conversational assistance

Supply Chain

Workday

Workday
A less
unified
work day

Oracle
Cloud

Front and back office in one solution
Global support
Unified cloud platform
Vast data volume support
Complete technology stack with SaaS, PaaS and IaaS

Workday
A more
constrained
work day

Let Oracle help you build a be er work day for your
teams with Oracle Cloud
More Information
Make your organization future-ready with Oracle Cloud. Oracle Cloud is a modern,
comprehensive and flexible cloud-based back office solution built to accommodate
today’s changing business challenges and tomorrow’s future technologies. Contact
your Oracle representative to learn more.
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